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Abstracl
The purpose of this study was lo detemıine studcnts’ misconceptions regarding the concepts of Chemical 
equilibrium. To diagnose students' misconceptions in this area, a vvrilten test was adnıinistercd to 216 I lth 
grade high school sludents after thcir formal elass sehedule. The original test was developed by Hackling 
and Garnett, 1984 and translated and adopted into Turkish by the authors. The test included 47 nıultiple 
choice and true-false ilems and its reliability coefficient \vas found to be 0,87. An intervievv vvas also 
conducted with 20 sludents to establish their reasons for misconception with the open-ended questions. 
Analysis of responses revealed vvidespread misconceptions among sludents in the areas related to 
(1) approaclıes to Chemical equilibrium, (2) charactcristics of Chemical equilibrium, (3) changiııg Chemical 
equilibrium conditions, and (4) adding a catalyst.
Key\vords: Chemical equilibrium, misconceptions, clıemistry education.
Öı
Bu çalışmanın temel amacı, öğrencilerin kimyasal denge ile ilgili kavram yanılgılarını belirlemektir. 
Öğrencilerin bu konudaki yanlış kavramlarını tespit etmek için, hazırlanan bir test, 216 lise üçüncü sınıf 
öğrencisine, konu sınıfta anlatıldıktan sonra uygulanmıştır. Testin orijinali Hackling and Gamett tarafından 
1984 yılında geliştirilmiştir. Bu test Türkçeye çevrilmiş ve yeniden gözden geçirilerek Türkiye şartlarına 
uyarlanmıştır. Test doğru- yanlış ve çoklan seçmeli sorulardan oluşmuş ve güvenirlik katsayısı 0,87 olarak 
hesaplanmıştır. Ayrıca, öğrencilerin kavram yanılgılarının nedenlerini anlamak için 20 öğrenci ile mülakat 
yapılmıştır. Cevapların analizi, öğrencilerin şu konularda yaygın olarak yanlış kavramlara sahip olduğunu 
göstermiştir: (1) Tepkime dengeye gelirken, (2) kimyasal dengenin özellikleri, (3) kimyasal denge 
koşullarının değiştirilmesi ve (4) katalizör ilavesi.
Anahtar Sözcükler: Kimyasal denge, kavram yanılgıları, kimya eğitimi.
Introduclion
Receııtly, Science educators have focıısed their 
attenliotı on how studcnts learn and the factors tvhich 
influeııce their learning. Lcarning is the interaetion 
betvveen what the stııdent is taught and his curreııt ideas
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or concepts. It is not acceptable to assume that students 
siıııply absorb information about scientific plıenomena 
(Linn, 1987). They are continııally figuring oııt new 
information using their knovvledge of the field. A Central 
goal of education is for students to be able to teach 
themselves and improvc their own knosvlcdgc. This is 
possible with higher order thiııking skills. In otlıcr 
words, conıprehensiotı, solving problems and intjııiry 
skills are required rather than memorizing. In order to let 
students gain these skills, the role and conıpeteııcy of 
teachers are very importaııt. Gürçay, Bozkurt, Kaptan 
and Berberoglu (2000) developed a Science Academic 
Çualification Test and administered it to 222 stııdent 
teachers from different univcrsitics in Turkey. Tlıey
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found that student teachers’ success in higher order 
thinking skills \vas less than %50. These results sho\ved 
that teacher education progranımes in Science education 
need to put nıore emphasis on teachiııg activities to 
improve teachers and student teachers’ higher order 
thinking skills. According to high school teachers, high 
school curricula focus nıore on covering content than on 
developing ıınderstanding. Demirci (2000) developed a 
qucstioıınaire which is related to the productivity of 
chemistry lcssons and adnıinistered it to 970 high school 
studenls from different grades. His investigation 
included two parts. First, he identified students’ 
difficıılties with chemistry topics. Students found the 
following subjects to be easy: moles, solubility, gases, 
Chemical calculations ete. Examples of difficult subjects 
are: oxidatioıı and reduetion reactions, radioactivity, 
acid and bases, Chemical equilibriunı ete. Sccond, to 
determine the productivity of chemistry lessons, he 
asked t\vo questioııs from each subject considered easy 
and difficult by students. Aııalysis of the results shoıved 
that productivity of chemistry subjects was very low for 
difficult subjects and that, eveıı though students 
assumed that some of subjects were easy, they did not 
have enough knoıvledge in those subjects. The 
researehers claim that this result comes from students’ 
memorization of some concepts \vithout understanding 
tlıenı.
There is an important connectioıı betvveen what 
teachers think and \vhat they do. Clark and Petersoıı 
(1986) State that there is a reciprocal relationship 
bet\veen teacher thought and teacher aelion. A teacher’s 
thought iııcludes teachers’ theories and beliefs, planning 
and interaetion, thoughts and decisions, while teacher 
aetion and its observable effects inelude teacher’s 
classroom belıaviour and students’ classroom behaviour 
and achievement. According to Heron (1996) some 
students, despite being perfect, kind and considerate, 
hardıvorking and anxious to leam do not learn and 
instead memorize Chemical symbols and deseribe events 
seen in the laboratory. If teachers set tıp a problem 
involving moles, students get the answer but they do not 
understand what teacher is doing \vhen teachers translate 
a Chemical equation into a mathematical statement 
because teachers introduce concepts and subjects that 
are tied together in the leamer’s mind but fail to promote 
information aboul ho\v they are connected with each
other (Stesvard, 1979). This encourages students to 
memorize words and use algorithms to solve numerical 
problems ıvithout completely understanding the 
underlying scientific concept.
Teachers are regarded as the authoritative experts, the 
main sources of knovvledge and the focal point of ali 
activities in our country. The students are the passive 
recipient of information already acquired by the teacher 
but most of the educators agreed that kno\vledge is not 
transmitted from onc person to another; it is constructed 
by each learner as a result of interaetions with reality 
and negotiations of meaning with other people,(Bodner, 
1986; Heıvson, P.W. and Hewson, M. G., 1988). 
Inappropriate teacher strategies and learning activities 
provided by teachers can cause misconceptions in 
Science.
Many studies deal \vith students’ conceptions 
different from those accepted as correct by experts. 
Scientists have given several names to these alternative 
viesvs ineluding “alternative frameıvorks” (Driver and 
Easley, 1978), “childreıı’s Science” (Osborne, Bell and 
Gilbert, 1983) and “misconceptions” (Griffiths and 
Preston, 1992). Researehers have been using the term 
miscoııception for most of those alternative conceptions 
that result from life experience, experiential 
misconceptions and instructional misconceptions 
arrived at through the process of instruetion. 
Experiential misconceptions occur before instruetion 
takes place. They result from a logical interaetion of 
students’ sensory data, with its inherit limitations. They 
are resistant to change. Students may acquirc 
instructional misconceptions through either fornıal or 
informal instruetion. Those misconceptions arise from 
the follo\ving reasons: the choice of mental strategies 
may be inappropriate to the subject matter; and students’ 
deficient prior knovvledge, misunderstanding and 
symbols, short term memory and low cognitive 
development (Kathleen, 1994).
Most of the students’ misconceptions regarding 
Chemical pheııomena generally are not experiential 
because the existence of atoms and molecules is not 
directly encountered \vithin the realm of everyday 
experience. Misconceptions relating to those more 
abstract phenomena result from some instructional 
experience, within or outside of the classroom, but 
Chemical equilibrium presents particularly unique
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opportunities for misconception in both of the 
categories. In one dislıcartening study (Quilcz and 
Solaz, 1985), high school teachers showed extensivc 
nıisıınderstanding of the concepts of Chemical 
cquilibrium. It has been said that experiential 
nıisconceptions occur in connectioıı with phenomeııa 
encountcred in everyday experience. For example, 
students usııally use the everyday meaııing of the \vord 
‘eqııilibrinm’ synonymously with tlıc Chemical 
meaııing. This leads them to think of Chemical 
equilibrium as static rather thaıı dyııamic. On the otlıer 
Iıand, pıior knowledge, language and cogııitive 
developmeııt can be the cause of misconceptions related 
to instmctional process. A learner’s prior knoıvledge is 
the most important variable in success in learning 
scieııce. If the students’ prior knoıvledge is not cııough 
to process new information, they will beconıe confused, 
rcason inaccıırately, and eventually form a 
misconception. Therefore, teachers need to take into 
account students’ prior knoıvledge before instruetion 
takes place and inelude this in Solutions. The other sotırce 
of misconception related to instructional process is the 
use of language in teachiııg. This is important bccause 
the language used by the teachers to communicate 
concepts may cause students to misinterpret vocabulary, 
symbols, terıns and analogies. For example, ali of the 
terms beloıv used for the deseription of equilibriıım 
Systems can cause great confusion; left, right, stress, 
slıifl, favor, fonvard, reverse, ete. Kathlen (1994) found 
that \vhilc inten'ieıving students on tlıeir representatioıı 
and studies of typical equilibrium problems, some 
students interpreted the term “favored reactioıı” to 
mean that the reactants for the favored reactioıı 
remaiııed as reactants, rather ıhan they \vere “favored” 
to be converted to produets. Also, “K” is sometimes 
used to represent the solubility constant, equilibriunı 
constant and weak acid and bases constant; “m” is ııscd 
to represent ıııeters and mass; “M” represents both 
ıııolar mass and molarity; and “n”  represents the 
nunıber of moles, \vhereas “N ” stands for the nunıber 
of objects in a mole as \vell as nornıality, a term 
confusing enough in its o\vn right. Therefore, a teacher 
nıııst elarify frequently and get feedback from students 
with regard to their understanding of the meaning of 
various symbols and terms.
Anotlıcr cause of nıisconceptions related to the 
instructional process is students’ cogııitive dcvclopnıent. 
If teachers use knoıvledge ıvhich is alıeady orgaııized, 
they are attenıpling to traıısmit a fully orgaııized set of 
ideas. Hoıvcvcr, the students have not yet created an 
orgaııization for thenıselves and caıınot receive the 
information intact. On this point, teachers need to 
consider students’ cogııitive developmeııt and ıvlıethcr 
students have understood the concepts or not before 
doing nıany problem solving activities. Therefore, 
teachers need to develop ıvays to pronıote students’ 
coııceptual understanding and to facilitate learning 
rather thaıı to coııtrol it.
There are different methods available to identify 
students’ misconceptions. The most conımon one is the 
intervieıv teclıııiquc. Researchers used this technique to 
study nıisconceptions of students in Chemical 
equilibriunı (Bergguist and Heikkineıı, 1990; Hackling 
and Garnct, 1985) in stoichiometry (Mitchell and 
Gunstone, 1984) and in Solutions (Ebenezer, 1995). The 
other techniqııe is nıultiple-choice tests. Researchers 
have developed and administered misconception 
identification tests related to Chemical equilibriıım 
(Voska and Heikkinen, 2000; Qııilez and Solaz, 1995; 
Banerjee and Poıver, 1991; Wheeler and Kass, 1978) 
and related to covalent boııding and Chemical structtıre 
(Treagust, 1988).
Many researchers have found that Chemical 
equilibriunı is one of the important and difficult topics in 
Science content to teach (Bergguist and Fleikkinen, 1990 
and Canıacho and Good, 1989). Understanding 
clıcmical cquilibriunı concepts iııfluence understanding 
of furtlıer concepts such as acid base behaviour, 
oxidation/reduction reactioııs and solubility (Bergguist 
and Heikkinen, 1990). The coııcept of Chemical 
equilibriuııı iııcludes synthesis of most general 
chenıistry concepts and principlcs. Misconceptions 
about the concept of Chemical equilibrium summarized 
from the literatüre are bclow;
1. The essence of the Chemical equilibriıım concept 
(Bergguist and Heikkinen, 1990; Hackling and 
Garııett, 1985; Wheelerand Kass, 1978).
2. The rate of the fonvard reaction inereases \vhen 
reaction approaches to equilibrium (Niaz, 1998; 
Hackling and Garnett, 1985).
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3. The constancy of equilibriıım constaııt (Voska 
and Heikkinen, 2000; Wheeler and Kass, 1978).
4. Lcft and right sidedness (Gorodetsky and 
Gııssarsky, 1986).
5. At equilibriıım, the concentration of reactants are 
eqııal to the concentration of prodııct (Hackling 
and Garnett, 1985).
6. Failure to distiııguish between rate and extent of 
reaction (Banerjee and Power, 1991; Gorodetsky 
and Gussarsky, 1986; Hackling and Garnett, 
1985; Wheeler and Kass, 1978).
7. Assuming thal for\vard reaction goes to 
completion before the reverse reaction starts 
(Niaz, 1998; Hackling and Garnett, 1985; 
Wheeler and Kass, 1978).
8. Misuse of LeChatelier Principle (Voska and 
Heikkinen, 2000; Quilez and Solaz, 1995; 
Banerjee and Power, 1991; Gorodetsky and 
Gussarsky, 1986; Hackling and Garnett, 1985).
9. The effect of a catalyst (Voska and Heikkinen, 
2000; Quilez and Solaz, 1995; Banerjee and 
Power, 1991; Gorodetsky and Gussarsky, 1986; 
Hackling and Garnett, 1985).
10. Competing equilibria (Voska and Heikkinen, 
2000; Gorodetsky and Gussarsky, 1986).
Teaching programs are looked at to classify and point 
out the sequence of suggestions that \vould help in 
understanding Chemical equilibrium and application of 
the Lc Chatelier’s principle. According to Finster 
(1992), researchers have pointed out nıethods of 
iııstructioıı that teach students to build an understanding 
of clıemical equilibrium laws of chemistry that improves 
their problem and their understanding of concepts 
(Finster, 1992). This study aims to identify students’ 
misconceptions regarding Chemical equilibrium 
concepts. It is expected that this study could assist 
teachers to develop and evaluate new methodologies, 
arrange problem-solving experieııces for students’ 
learning and identify students as being either conceptual 
or algorithmic problem solvers.
Method
Sııbjects
lıı this study, 216 1 İth grade students taking chemistry 
courses from four differcnt high schools were enrolled 
after their formal instruction.
hıstmment
Garnett and Hackling (1984) developed and applied a 
misconception idenlification test to 30 lOth grade 
chemistry students. The reliability coefficieııt of the test 
was found to be 0.82. The test included 47 multiple 
choice and trııe-false items wlıich are related to Chemical 
equilibrium concepts classified in 4 categories; 1. 
Approach to equilibrium, 2. Characteristics of 
equilibrium, 3. Changing equilibrium conditions, 
4. Additioıı of a catalyst. Multiple choice items 
consisted of one correct answer with the distractors 
reflecting students’ misconceptions regarding Chemical 
equilibriunı. This test \vas traııslated into Turkish by 
the researchers. The test \vas administered to 216 1 İth 
grade high school students after their formal class 
schedule to diagnose students’ misconceptions in the 
classified categories. The reliability coefficient of the 
test was found to be 0.87.
After administralion of the test, 20 students having 
high, medium and low scores on the test were selected 
for intervie\v in order to understand their reasoning 
about the items.
Ancılyses
The data wcre analysed by using the SPSS (Statistical 
Packages for Social Sciences) program. For each item, 
the percentages of each altemative, which students 
selected, were computed using descriptive statistics.
Result s
Students were supposcd to ansıver ali the questions in 
the test through using the following reaction:
2NO(g) + Cl2(g) ^3  ^ 2NOCl(g) + heat
Generally, the ans\vers iııdicate \videspread 
misconceptions among students in topics related to; 
approaching equilibrium, characteristics of equilibrium, 
changing equilibrium conditions and adding a catalyst. 
The comnton misconceptions found are summarized in 
Table 1.
Misconception 1, related to approaching equilibrium, 
sho\ved that 39% of the students thought that the total 
decrease in concentrations of NO and C12 is equal to the 
increase in concentration of NOCİ. From the intervie\vs, 
it was seen that students might have used the law of 
conservation of mass to predict the changes in 
concentrations of reactants and products when the
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Table 1.
Percentage of sinde ula’ mısconceptioııs in Chemical equilibrium concepts (% )
Sindents' misıoıderstanding percentage
I. Approach lo Ecpdlibrium
1. When approaching to equilibrium, the decrease in concentrations of NO 39
and C12 is equal to the increase in concentration of product
II. Characleristics o f Equilibrium Condilions
2. At equilibrium, the concentrations of reactants and product change \vith time. 22.9
3. At equilibrium, the concentrations of reactants and product are equal. 35.5
4. At equilibriunı, the concentration of NO cquals the concentrationof NOCİ 35.5
5. At equilibrium, as the reaction oscillates between forward and rcverse,
concentrations of reactants and product change continuously 50.6
6. At equilibrium, the rates of fonvard and reverse reactions are equal but not constant 34.4
7. At equilibrium, the rates of fonvard and reverse reactions are not equal 39.8
III. Changing Equilibriıım Condilions
A. Afler equilibrium is achieved, [NO} is instantaneously increased al constant 
temperalure and volüme.
a) Effect on concentration svhen equilibrium is reestablished
8. [C y  becomes greater than its initial equilibrium value 22.1
b) initial effects on rates of reactions
9. The rate of reverse reaction decreases instantaneously 48.9
10. The rate of fonvard reaction becomes less than the rate of reverse reaction 22.1
c) Effect on reaction rate vvhen the equilibrium is reestablished
11. The rates of fonvard and reverse reactions become equal to their initial equilibrium value 53.2
D. Afler equitibriuın is achieved, temperalure of the syslem is instantaneously increased al constant volııme.
a) Effect on concentration when equilibrium is reestablished
12. [NO] and (C y  becomes less than its initial equilibrium value 25.5
13. [Cİ2 İ becomes equal to its initial equilibrium value 26.4
14. [NOCİ] becomes greater than its initial cquilibrium value 35.9
b) initial effects on rates of reactions
15. The rate of fonvard and reverse reactions instantaneously decreases 30.8
16. The rate of fonvard reaction becomes greater than the rate of the reverse reaction 50.6
c) Effect on reaction rate when the equilibrium is reestablished
17. The rates of fonvard and reverse reactions become equal to their initial equilibrium value 45.9
d) Effect on equilibrium constant svhen cquilibrium is reestablished
18. Equilibrium constant becomes greater than its initial equilibrium value 21.6
19. Equilibrium constant becomes equal to its initial equilibrium value 43.7
C. Afler equilibrium is achieved, volüme o f the syslem is decreased at constant temperalure.
a) Effect on concentration
20. The concentrations of ali species instantaneously decrease 26.8
21. Whcn the equilibrium is reestablished, [NO] and [C y  becomes greater than the adjusted value. 39.6
22. When the equilibrium is reestablished, [NOCİ] becomes less than the adjusted value 24.2
b) initial effects on rates of reactions
23. The rate of fonvard and reverse reactions instantaneously decreases 31.6
24. The rate of fonvard reaction becomes less than the rate of reverse reaction 26.8
c) Effect on reaction rate svhen the equilibrium is reestablished
25. The rates of fonvard and reverse reactions become equal to their initial cquilibrium value 43.3
d) Effect on equilibrium constant svhen equilibrium is reestablished
26. The value of equilibrium constant becomes greater than its initial equilibrium value 20.3
IV. Effect o f Catalyst
Afler equilibrium is achieved, a catalyst is added to the syslem at constant temperalure, pressure and volüme.
a) Effect of concentration
27. |NO], [CI2 ] and [NOCİ] become greater or less than their initial equilibrium value depending
on the effect of catalyst 31.2
b) Effects on rates of reactions
28. The rate of fonvard and reverse reactions becomes eilher unehanged or increased depending
on svhether the catalyst favours the fonvard or reverse reaction 40
c) Effect on equilibrium constant svhen the equilibrium is reestablished
29. The equilibrium constant becomes greater or less than its initial equilibrium value depending
on the effect of catalyst 25.1
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system is approaching equilibrium. This law States that 
the lolal nıass of substances does not change during a 
Chemical reaction; the nıımber of substances may 
change but the total amount of matter remains constant. 
Similarly, students may think that the total decrease in 
concentratioııs of reactants is equal to the total increase 
in the concentration of product as the system is 
approaching equilibrium.
Misconceptions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 \vere rclatcd to 
characteristics of Chemical equilibrium, the percentages 
of the misconceptions wcre found to be 22.9, 35.5, 35.5, 
50.6, 34.4, and 39.8, respectively. The interviews 
indicated that students could not undcrstaııd the 
dynamic nature of equilibrium. They cannot acqııire 
reversibility of reactions, they think reactions are one 
\vay, and they may make a simple arithmetic 
relationship between the concentratioııs of reactants and 
products. The common misconceptions in this catcgory 
werc that the concentrations of reactants and product are 
equal, the concentration of NO cquals the concentration 
of NOCİ, as tlıc reaction oscillates bet\vcen forward and 
reverse, concentrations of reactants and product change 
coııtinuously and the rates of fonvard and reverse 
reactions are eqııal bııl not constant.
Misconceptions 8, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21, 22 were related 
to the effects of changing concentration, temperatııre 
and volüme on concentrations when equilibrium was re- 
established. For this category, 22,1 % of students 
responded that [0 2 ] becomes greater than its initial 
equilibrium value when equilibrium is re-established 
follocving an increase in the concentration of NO. 
Interview results sho\ved that students could not 
comprehend the relationship between consumption of 
reactant and formation of product in a Chemical reaction. 
25,5, 26,4 and 35,9 % of the students showed 
misconceptions for 12, 13, and 14 in Table 1, 
respectively. It was seen from the interviews that 
students could not explain the change in concentration 
of reactants and product \vhen the equilibrium is re- 
established following an increase in the temperatııre. 
Neither could they compare initial and final equilibrium 
situations.
Most students think that an increase in the temperatııre 
increases the kinetic energy of molecules \vhich react 
nıore rapidly to form more product \vithout considering 
\vhether the reaction is exothermic or not. Moreover,
they misuse Le Chatelier’s principle. 26,8,39,6 and 24,2 
% of the students hold misconceptions for 20,21 and 22 
in Table 1, respectively. Intervie\v results revealed that 
students could not explain the change in concentration 
of reactants and product \vhen the equilibrium is re- 
established follo\ving a decrease in volüme. Students 
could not relate volüme correctly \vith concentration for 
misconception 20. Students could not make a 
reasonable interpretation about the relationship betsveen 
concentration and volüme due to their inadequate 
knowledge.
Misconceptions 9, 10, 15, 16, 23, 24 were related to 
the initial effects of changing concentration, temperature 
and volııme on the rate of reactions. The percentages 
were found to be 48,9, 22,1, 30,8, 50,6, 31,6 and 26,8, 
respectively. Intervie\v results indicated that soıııe of the 
students explained misconception 9 by saying that the 
rate of the fonvard reaction increases because the 
reaction tcnds to decrease the excess of NO and the rate 
of reverse reaction decreases because there is already 
excess NO. Some students explained their reasoning for 
misconceptions 15 and 16 \vithout considering \vhcther 
the reaction is exothermic or not. Most of students who 
participated in the interviews did not give a reason for 
their misconceptions 23 and 24. Misconceptions 11, 17 
and 25 \vere about the effect on reaction rate \vhen the 
equilibrium was re-established. The percentages were 
found to be 53,2, 45,9 and 43,3, respectively. The 
majority of students in the iııterviews could not compare 
the rates of reactions \vhen equilibrium was re- 
established witlı those at the initial equilibrium. They 
believed that the rates would be the same as the initial 
equilibrium. Misconceptions 18, 19, 26 \vere concerned 
\vith the effects of changing temperature and volııme on 
the equilibriıım constant. 21.6, 43,7 and 20,3 % of the 
students hold misconceptions for 18 and 19 in Table 1 
respectively. The effects of changing concentration on 
equilibrium constant was not counted in this study 
because students showed less than a 20 % 
misconception rate in this category. At the intervieıv, 
most students explained their reasoning for 
misconception 18 in this way: when we increase the 
temperature, the reaction shifts in the fonvard direclion 
and thus the eqııilibrium constant increases. Hoıvever, 
they did not pay attentioıı to ho\v the direetion of a 
reaction changcs in an exothermic reaction. Also, most
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students explained their reasoııing for misconception 19 
as an effect of chaııging concentration. They explaiııed 
tlıeir reasoııing for misconception 26 in the following 
way: \vhen we decrcase volüme, the conceııtrations of 
reactaııt and pıoduct increase and the reaction shifts in 
the forıvard direction \vhere the nunıber of moles is less 
than the ııumber of moles on the reactant side. When the 
ııe\v equilibrium was re-established, the concentration of 
product is more than the concentration of reactant. This 
indicates that the students do not have enough 
kııoıvledge of these concepts.
Misconception 27, 28 and 29 \vere related to the effect 
of addiııg a catalyst to conceııtrations of reactants and 
product \vith rates of reaction and equilibrium constant. 
31.2, 40 and 25.1 % of students demonstrated 
misconceptions for 27, 28 and 29 in table 1, 
respectively. Most students in the iııtervieıvs accouııted 
for this as the effect of adding a catalyst \vhich changes 
the way of reaction depending on favored with rate of 
fonvard or reverse reaction.
Discussion
The putpose of this study was to determine lOth grade 
students’ misconceptions regarding Chemical equilibrium 
concepts. The results shoıved that students hold a lot of 
misconceptions in the areas of approachiııg to 
equilibrium, characteristics of equilibrium, chaııging 
equilibriunı conditions and adding catalysts. Interviews 
indicated that the reasons for these misconceptions 
might be rooted in inadequate knoıvledge and everyday 
experience. These findings support the findings of 
Voska and Heikkinen, 2000; Camacho and Good, 1989; 
and Hackling and Garnett, 1985.
This study supports the vieıv that students’ 
misconceptions should be identified together wiîh their 
reasons. Information about students’ reasoning is 
importaııt in ternıs of developing teaching strategies to 
renıove or to minimize the likelilıood of occurrence. 
Bodner (1986) indicated that teaching and learning are 
not synonynıous; \ve can teaclı and teach well \vithout 
having the students leam. To promote concept bııilding 
and remediate any misconceptions it is importaııt to 
provide students with opportuııities to vcrbalize their 
ideas. A constructivist approach provides theoretical 
framework for current researclı on concept formation, 
misconceptions and coııceptual change in Science.
Sttggeslions
For furtlıer study, researchers need to iııvestigate 
effective methods based on students’ prior kııowlcdgc in 
order to renıove students’ misconceptions and lead tlıenı 
toıvards an ıınderstandiııg of the scieııtific concepts. 
Teachers should be aıvarc of students’ misconceptions. 
They should tise teaching approaches to identify these 
misconceptions and introducc teaching strategies to 
encourage coııceptual change. Hoıvever, it is difficult to 
renıove misconceptions after they are iııtegrated iııto the 
students’ cogııitive strueture. Students often retain their 
existing ideas eveıı after fornıal instruetion (Niaz, 1998; 
and Kathleen, 1994). Cognitive conflict, concept ıııaps 
and coııceptual change texts are some techııiques used 
for conceptııal change.
On the basis of the experience and knoıvledge gained 
from this study, the folloıviııg recomnıendations can be 
made for teaching Chemical equilibrium concepts:
1. Teachers should emphasize the difference 
betıveen one-way only and reversible reactions.
2. Teachers should sinıplify conıplex problenıs. 
Students should be encouraged to look for ali 
possible factors that influence outeomes.
3. Teachers should create concrete analogies that 
show the dynamic nature of forıvard and reverse 
reaction occurring at the same rate and constant 
concentrations of reactants and produets at the 
equilibrium. This is possibly one of the most 
difficult concepts for students to understand since 
molecules and atoms are not seen reacting in 
simultaneously fonvard and reverse reactions. 
This concept can be demonstrated by analogies 
and models.
4. Teacher education programs need to take account 
of student teachers’ alternative conceptions 
bccause a teacher’s approach of instruetion has a 
great effect on students’ learning process.
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